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Development of a high-quantum-efficiency single-photon counting system
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A high-quantum-efficiency single-photon counting system has been developed. In this system,
single photons were detected by a visible light photon counter operated at 6.9 K. The visible light
photon counter is a solid state device that makes use of avalanches across a shallow impurity
conduction band in silicon. Threefold tight shielding and viewports that worked as infrared blocking
filters were used to eliminate the dark count caused by room-temperature radiation. Corrected
quantum efficiencies as high as 88.2%65% ~at 694 nm! were observed, which we believe is the
highest reported value for a single-photon detector. The dark count increased as the exponential of
the quantum efficiency with changing temperature or bias voltage, and was 2.03104 cps at the
highest quantum efficiency. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!01308-X#
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Photon counting methods have been widely applied
the accurate measurement of very weak lights, and have
cently been used in quantum key distribution systems wh
encode a data bit to a single photon. The sensitivity of
measurement and the data transmission efficiency dep
on the quantum efficiency of photon counters. Therefo
improvements in quantum efficiency have been the main
sue in the development of photon counters. Photomultip
tubes ~PMTs! have been commonly used as the pho
counter, however, their quantum efficiency is 25% at its m
sensitive wavelength and 15% in the near infrared reg
Silicon avalanche photodiodes~APDs! operating in Geiger
mode have become popular, and a quantum efficiency
76% was recorded with the APD,1 which is the highest value
so far. One of the important applications for such a hig
quantum-efficiency photon counter is the loophole free
of Bell’s inequality.2–5 In order to close the loophole, th
quantum efficiency of the system has to be higher than 8
when an ordinary Einstein–Podorsky–Rosen~EPR! pair
source is used.6,7 The loophole free test has not been p
formed yet, and the lack of a highly efficient single-phot
counting system over the threshold is one of the reasons

The visible light photon counter~VLPC! is an alternative
detector, which is a solid state device using the avalan
multiplication effect of electrons in an impurity band
silicon.8–10 The quantum efficiency of a VLPC was es
mated to be 93%, but the measured value as a system
less than 70%.1 The difficulty was that, in order to cope wit
both ‘‘high quantum efficiency’’ and ‘‘low dark counts,’’ a
special shielding system which has high transmittance for
desired wavelength but filters out room-temperature ra
tion sufficiently is required. Infrared photons of the radiati
up to 28mm in wavelength can excite electrons in the sh

a!Electronic mail: takeuchi@bio.crl.melco.co.jp
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low impurity band and might cause large dark count~up to
1015cps).

We developed the cryostat system shown in Fig.
Threefold shields at 77, 4, and 6.5 K were used to reduce
thermal photons reaching the detector. We put felt betw
the shields to block the background photons passing thro
the shields. For the viewports on the shields, we used a
reflection coated acrylic plates which attenuate the ther
radiation ~by more than 10214 in total! but transmit visible
photons with high efficiency~97% at 694 nm in total!. In
order to measure the quantum efficiency of the system, a
light at 694 nm from the laser diode was attenuated by n
tral density~ND! filters and directly focused onto the VLPC
from outside through the viewports. The reflected photon
the VLPC surface~15.6% at 694 nm! were recollected by a
spherical refocusing mirror~99% reflectance! inside the cry-
ostat. The signal was amplified by a homemade ampli
with a bandwidth of 40 MHz which was installed in th
cryostat. The observed FWHM of the signal pulse was 40

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cryostat system with threefold ther
radiation shields.
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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To account for the missed pulses due to the dead timt,
the corrected counts (N8 counts per second or cps! is esti-
mated as follows:

N85
N

12Nt
, ~1!

whereN is the observed counts. Heret was estimated to be
100 ns by saturation measurement. Therefore, the corre
quantum efficiencyQ is given by

Q5S NS

12NSt
2

Nb

12NBt D /Nin . ~2!

In the equation,NS is the observed count with input sign
photons andNB is the observed dark-count without inp
photons. In such a definition of quantum efficiency, the
fect of detector saturation is also accounted for. The num
of incident photonsNin was calculated byNin5Pl/(ch),
wherel is the wavelength~694 nm!, c is the speed of light,
h is Planck’s constant, andP is the power of light incident to
the VLPC. P is estimated byP5aP0 , where P0 is the
power of the diode laser output measured by a power m
~Coherent Fieldmaster with LM-2 Head! which had a 3%
uncertainty, anda is the total attenuation given by the N
filters which has a 1% uncertainty. The total attenuation w
calculated by simply multiplying the measured attenuation
each ND filter. We carefully avoided the multireflection
the incident laser beam between the attenuators. The
served counts also had a 1% standard deviation.

Figure 2 shows the quantum efficiency measured a
function of the operation temperature and bias voltage.
highest quantum efficiency of 88.2%65% at 694 nm was
observed with a bias voltage of 7.3 V at 6.91 K, which w
believe is the highest single-photon detection efficiency
ported so far. The residual reflection on the surfaces of
windows is estimated to be 3.1%. Even with a refocus
mirror of 99% reflectance, 2.4% of the incident photons w
missed because of the second reflection at the VLPC surf
We measured the power of laser beam through a pinh
which had the size of the VLPC surface area~1.0 mm in
diameter! at the focal point and estimated that 1.5% of t
photons were focused outside the sensitive area of
VLPC.11 Considering these losses, we estimate the inte

FIG. 2. Measured quantum efficiency vs bias voltage for various temp
tures. The error bars which should appear on the dots are omitted for
plicity except for 6.91 K.
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quantum efficiency of VLPC itself to be 94.7%65%. This
number is consistent with the rough estimate of the to
absorption probability of a photon in the VLPC structure.
this operating point, the dark count was 2.03104 cps. Less
than 500 cps of the dark count was caused by roo
temperature thermal photons leaking through the viewpo
as was confirmed by covering each of the viewports on
radiation shields with reflective metal tape. Most of the o
served dark count was estimated to be intrinsic to the de
tor. In the case of other devices, afterpulsing someti
causes wrong estimates of the quantum efficiency. Sev
tests have been made for VLPCs, and no afterpulsing
ever been observed.12

The operation principles of a VLPC are as follows13

The VLPC structure contains two active layers, an undop
silicon layer overlying a moderately arsenic doped ‘‘gain
layer. This structure is provided with top and bottom elec
cal contacts. A photon incident through the top contact
absorbed in the undoped layer, creating an electron-hole
Under the applied bias, the electron drifts to the top cont
and is collected, while the hole is injected into the gain lay
In the gain layer, the hole encounters and ionizes a neu
arsenic atom, producing an electron and a mobile ioniz
donor charge (D1). The electron from the gain-layer ioniza
tion is accelerated by the electric field, initiating a cascade
secondary ionization by the impact on additional neutral
senic atoms. A pulse of several thousand electrons res
from each primary ionization event. A like number ofD1

charges are created in the gain layer. These must drift ou
the gain layer to the back contact before an avalanche ca
repeated in the same small portion of the VLPC gain lay

As shown in Fig. 2, the quantum efficiency~probability
of producing an ionization pulse! increases with the bias
voltage. At low bias, only a small fraction of the electro
produced in the gain layer are able to obtain sufficient ene
from the electric field to initiate an avalanche before th
move into the undoped layer. At higher voltages almost
the gain-layer-generated electrons can attain sufficient
ergy to initiate avalanches. The QE vs bias curve shifts t
higher voltage as the temperature decreases. This is bec
the deepest part of the gain layer acts like a large se
resistor, which becomes more resistive as the tempera
decreases. This series resistance reduces the effective
applied to the active part of the gain layer where the a
lanches are produced. When we increased the bias volta
temperatures above 7 K, the quantum efficiency reac
88% with the bias voltage below 7.3 V and saturated. T
device went into a breakdown state when the bias volt
was increased above 7.3 V. The breakdown voltage did
depend strongly on the temperature.

Similar to the quantum efficiency, the dark count al
showed a strong dependence on the bias voltage and
perature. As shown in Fig. 3, we found that the dark coun
the VLPC increased roughly as the exponential of the qu
tum efficiency with the changing temperature or bias volta
When the corrected quantum efficiencyQ is less than 85%
and the measured dark countsNB is less than 104 cps, this
relation can be described well by the following equation:

log10~NB!53.226Q11.206. ~3!
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We also measured the saturation effect of the dete
response by changing the number of incident photonsNin .
We fixed the spot size of the focused beam so that we co
obtain a maximum count rate whenNin was 23105 cps.
Equation~1! with the dead-timet5100 ns fitted well to the
measured counts withNin from 104 to 23107 cps. WhenNin

was smaller than 23105 cps, the degradation of quantu
efficiency due to saturation effect was smaller than 1
Since a similar saturation was observed when we use
wide-band amplifier~500 MHz! to decrease the signal puls
width to 2 ns, the saturation is attributed to the slow mo
ment of theD1 charge to the contact region rather than t
overlap of the signal pulses. The quantum efficiency w
also degraded when the beam was focused into too sma
area. WhenNin was 106 cps, we could minimize the degra
dation at 7% by the optimum choice of the focused be
size.

Our system will find a lot of applications, including fun
damental tests of quantum mechanics like Bell’s inequa
test, and quantum information experiments like quant
cryptography and quantum teleportation. Let us disc
briefly the application of the system to a detection looph
free test of Bell’s inequality. The required quantum ef
ciency for the test depends onRb , the ratio of the dark coun
to the signal count.6 The number of incident photons shou
be increased in order to decreaseRb , but the effective quan-
tum efficiency rapidly decreases if the incident photon nu
ber exceeds 1/t. We found that if the quantum efficiency o
the system is larger than 92%, which should be realized
improving the optical loss in the present system, we will
able to perform a detection loophole free test with 106 cps

FIG. 3. Measured dark count vs the quantum efficiency for various temp
tures.
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photon pairs in an EPR state with optimum nonequal pr
ability amplitudes.14

In some applications, a wide surface area~1 mm in di-
ameter! of the detector and high counting rate~up to 107 cps
or more! may be advantageous. The VLPC features h
quantum efficiency between 400 nm and 1mm with a maxi-
mum at 540 nm where the antireflect coating is optimiz
On the further improvement of VLPCs, for example, devic
with dark count rates as low as a few counts per sec
should be achievable with the acceptance of smaller sat
tion level ~up to 104 cps). The saturation rate and the da
count rate seems to be in a trade-off relation such that
increase of carrier mobility for the high saturation rate cau
an increase in the dark-count.

In summary, a photon counting detection system with
high quantum efficiency of 88.2%65% was achieved using
the VLPC. The dark count of the detector increased roug
as the exponential of the quantum efficiency as the temp
ture or bias voltage changed, and was 2.03104 cps at the
highest quantum efficiency.

The authors wish to thank the Yamamoto group me
bers at Stanford, Dr. M. G. Stapelbroek at Boeing, and Dr
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